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Quantitative amplitude and phase imaging (QAPI) has been an effective technique to examine label-free biomedical
samples. Simple and reliable QAPI techniques realized by replacing conventional bulky optical elements with planar
structures will improve the system portability and facilitate in vivo imaging applications. Here, we propose a single-
shot QAPI method realized by simply inserting a pair of all-dielectric geometric phase metasurfaces into a traditional
microscope. The first metasurface splits a linearly polarized incident beam into two circularly polarized components
and the following metasurface deflects the two beams back toward their initial directions. The metasurface pair gener-
ates two laterally displaced replicas of the input object, of which the interference forms a retardance image with a bias
retardation controlled by an analyzer. The amplitude and phase information of the object is reconstructed from four
retardance images simultaneously recorded by a polarized camera. The metasurface pair can be placed near any conju-
gate plane of the object, which provides a flexible and robust configuration for QAPI, demonstrating its wide usage in
live imaging. © 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.483366

1. INTRODUCTION

Phase information of many specimens are appealing to biologists
and material scientists. Traditionally, label-free imaging techniques
such as Zernike phase-contrast microscopy [1] and differential
interference contrast microscopy [2] can qualitatively reveal the
phase profiles of samples without suffering from phototoxicity,
photobleaching, or blinking or saturation [3,4]. To quantitatively
characterize weakly absorbing and scattering objects, a variety
of quantitative phase imaging (QPI) techniques have been pro-
posed [5,6], including phase-shifting interference microscopy [7],
transport of intensity equations [8], Fourier ptychography [9,10],
digital holographic microscopy [11], diffraction phase micros-
copy [12], white light quantitative imaging unit [13], quadriwave
lateral shearing interferometry [14,15], and quantitative fourth-
generation optic microscopy [16]. These approaches have shown
success in various applications, although trade-offs must be
made among the resolution, field of view (FOV), sensitivity, and
acquisition rate to accommodate different scenarios [5].

Metasurfaces consisting of planar subwavelength structures
with desired arrangement display properties are not found in
naturally occurring materials [17,18]. The capability of arbi-
trary wavefront manipulation and desirable multifunctionality
distinguish metasurfaces in a wide range of applications, such as

metalens [19–22], holograms [23,24], augmented reality [25,26],
and analog computing [27–29], including spatial differentiation
[30–32]. In the past several years, metasurface-assisted QPI as
well as quantitative phase gradient imaging (QPGI) methods
have been demonstrated [33–36]. They provide a comparable
space-bandwidth product and phase sensitivity in traditional
methods, while largely simplifying the conventional bulky systems
by leveraging the compactness and high compatibility of metasur-
faces. As trade-offs, these techniques are typically accompanied
with certain limitations, such as time-consuming reconstruction,
a high fabrication accuracy requirement or a tight position-
ing tolerance. A computation-light, fabrication-friendly, and
alignment-insensitive QPI method with a compact configuration
and single-shot capability is highly desired.

In this work, we propose and experimentally demonstrate a
single-shot quantitative amplitude and phase imaging (QAPI)
technique based on a pair of all-dielectric geometric phase meta-
surfaces, which can be placed anywhere near the conjugate planes
of the object in the optical path of a conventional microscope. The
proposed metasurfaces separate and recombine the two circularly
polarized components of a linearly polarized incident wavefront
with a lateral displacement that can be tuned by the distance
between the two metasurfaces. The phase retardation between the
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two replica images is controlled by the metasurface periods and
the orientation of the linear analyzer. The quantitative amplitude
and phase information of the object can be reconstructed from
four retardance images with different phase retardations captured
simultaneously by a polarized camera. We demonstrate the QAPI
capability of the metasurface pair with both unstained and stained
biological samples. The proposed metasurfaces can be inserted into
any existing polarized imaging system for real-time QAPI imaging
without any other modifications.

2. METHODS

The core idea of the proposed QAPI method is to use a pair of
geometric phase metasurfaces [37,38] to encode the amplitude
and phase information of an object in differential interference pat-
terns. Figure 1(a) depicts the schematic of the metasurface-based
QAPI. The x-polarized input beam E in(x , y ) passing through a
polarizer (P) successively illuminates metasurfaces MS1 and MS2

with displacements of z1 and z2 with respect to the object. The
geometric phase metasurfaces permute the polarization states of
the left- and right-handed circularly polarized (LCP and RCP)
components of the incident beam, while introducing a geometric
phase of+2ϕi (−2ϕi ) to the LCP (RCP) beam, respectively. Here,
ϕi (x , y )= π(x − ξi )/3i , i = 1, 2 are the designed orientations
of the local optical axes of the two metasurfaces, ξi is the trans-
verse shift of MSi along x axis, and 3i is the period of MSi . The
corresponding phases introduced to the LCP and RCP beams
are shown in Fig. 1(b). The first metasurface MS1 splits the two
circularly polarized components of the input beam into differ-
ent propagation directions with angles of ±arcsin(λ/31) with
respect to the z axis, while the second metasurface MS2 reverses
the polarization handedness of the two replicas and deflects them
by angles of∓arcsin(λ/32) back toward their original directions.
The two circular-polarization-sensitive metasurfaces modulate
the transmitted light so that the output of the imaging system is
equivalent to the image of an effective object with electric fields for
LCP and RCP components as
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where |L, R〉 are the LCP and RCP bases represented with Dirac
bracket notation. See Section S1 of Supplement 1 for details.

To obtain the interference of the two orthogonally polarized
replicas, an output linear analyzer (A) is used. For simplicity, we
assume the imaging system has a magnification of unity. By pro-
jecting the LCP and RCP components in Eq. (1) onto the analyzer
with the axis of transmission2with respect to x axis and add them
up, the output electric field turns out to be the sum of two laterally
displaced images with opposite phase retardation, so

Fig. 1. Schematic of the metasurface-based QAPI along with its
operation principle. (a) Schematic of the complex amplitude imaging
employing two metasurfaces with distances z1 and z2 with respect to
the object. P, polarizer; MS, metasurface; and A, analyzer. (b) Designed
geometric phases of two metasurfaces with the same period and a rel-
ative displacement of 1ξ along the x axis. The LCP and RCP light
obtain phases with opposite signs. (c) Amplitude and phase of the object
reconstructed given a series of retardance images.

Eout(x3, y3)=C
{

E in(x3 −1, y3) exp[ j (κ(x3)+ψ −2)]
+E in(x3 +1, y3) exp[− j (κ(x3)+ψ −2)]

}
,

(2)
where C is a constant phase term,1= λz2/32 − λz1/31 is a lat-
eral displacement, κ(x )= 2π(1/31 − 1/32)x is a space-variant
phase resulted from the period difference of the two metasurfaces,
andψ = 2π(ξ1/31 − ξ2/32) is a bias retardation.

Generally, the space-variant phase κ(x ) leads to a sinusoidal
background in the interference image. For the special case of two
metasurfaces with an identical period3, MS2 perfectly cancels the
opposite tilted phases of LCP and RCP beams gained from MS1,
which leads to an output intensity as

Iout
(
x3, y3, 2θ ′

)
∼
∣∣E in(x3 −10, y3) exp

(
jθ ′
)

+ E in(x3 +10, y3) exp
(
− jθ ′

)∣∣2 , (3)

where10 =
λd
3

is the lateral displacement, d = z2 − z1 is the dis-
tance along the z axis between the two metasurfaces, θ ′ = 2π1ξ

3
−

2 is the bias retardation, and1ξ = ξ1 − ξ2 is the relative displace-
ment of the metasurfaces along the x axis.

Thus, by using a polarized camera with interlaced micropolar-
izers of orientation αi = (i − 1)× π/4, four retardance images
Ii = Iout(x3, y3, (i − 1)× π/2) can be obtained simultaneously
(assume 1ξ = 0), with which the complex transmittance of the
sample is reconstructed, as shown in Fig. 1(c). For a complex
object E in(x , y )= A(x , y ) exp[ jφ(x , y )], when the lateral dis-
placement 10 is small, the unidirectional phase gradient can be
calculated with a four-step phase-shifting method as [39]

G x ≈
1

210
[φ(x3 +10, y3)− φ(x3 −10, y3)]=

1

210
atan

(
I2 − I4

I1 − I3

)
.

(4)
For the general case when the two metasurfaces have different

periods, the phase gradient of the objects can still be calculated in a
similar manner with an estimation of local phase retardations and a
generalized phase-stepping method [40]. Phase reconstruction by
simply integrating experimentally captured unidirectional QPGI
images generally produces undesired linear artifacts along the
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shearing direction [41]. Here, to avoid the noise-induced artifacts,
we exploit the fact that the second-order partial derivative of the
object phase along the y direction is sparse [42]. Recovering the
phase from the phase gradient along the x direction is equivalent
to solving a Poisson equation [43]. We then enforce the sparsity
as a prior and solve the l1 total variation regularized optimization
problem

min
φ,ν

1

2

∥∥∂2
xφ − ∂x G x

∥∥2
2 +µ‖v‖1

s.t.ν = ∂2
y φ, (5)

whereµ is the tuning parameter for the prior, and v is an auxiliary
variable. We solve the problem with the alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm [44]; see Section S2 of
Supplement 1 for details. The regularized reconstruction allows us
to achieve artifact-free QPI with a single shot measurement. The
reconstruction typically requires 10 iterations. For a 1000×1000
image, the computation takes about 4 s on a desktop with a
i7-11700 K CPU using MATLAB.

The amplitude of the object is approximated by

A(x3, y3)≈
√

A(x3 −10, y3) A(x3 +10, y3)

=

√
|I1 − I3| + |I4 − I2|

4(|cos 210G x | + |sin 210G x |)
. (6)

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Fabrication and Characterization of the
Metasurfaces

To demonstrate the proposed concept, we designed three dielectric
metasurfaces that were then fabricated by a laser writing method
(Altechna R&D). The photographs of two metasurface pairs
with periods of 8 mm, 1 mm, and identical periods of 1 mm are
shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(d), respectively. These metasurfaces
are fabricated inside the bulk SiO2 substrates 80 µm away from
the top surfaces. When an intense femtosecond pulse laser beam
illuminates the substrate, the SiO2 will partially decompose into
porous glass SiO2-x with its refractive index determined by the laser
intensity [45]. The combination of the two media results in the
local birefringence of the written pattern. By rotating and trans-
lating the substrate, spatially varying birefringence nanostructures
are induced, of which the optical axis orientation is dependent
on the incident laser polarization [46]. The writing depth is uni-
formly designed so that the metasurface works as a half-wave plate
with a space-variant optical axis to achieve highly efficient phase
modulation.

The polariscopic optical characterization images are employed
to characterize the generated space-variant birefringence patterns
of two stacked metasurfaces, as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(e). The
periods of the sinusoidal patterns formed in the overlapped regions
are determined by the difference of the periods of the metasurface
pair, according to the definition of the space-variant phase κ(x ).
Note that the two metasurfaces with identical periods [Fig. 2(e)]
cancel the linear geometric phase of each other and yield a uni-
form transmission in the overlapped region. The orientations of
the nanostructures of the two overlaid metasurfaces in the white
dashed boxes in Figs. 2(b) and 2(e) are displayed in Figs. 2(c) and

Fig. 2. Characterization of the metasurfaces embedded in silica glass.
(a) and (d) Photographs of the metasurface pairs with periods of: (a) 8 mm
(left, 8 mm× 8 mm pattern area), and 1 mm (right, 6 mm× 6 mm
pattern area); and (d) 1 mm (left, 8 mm× 8 mm pattern area), and 1 mm
(right, 6 mm× 6 mm pattern area), respectively. (b) and (e) Pseudo
color photographs of the patterned areas of the overlaid metasurface pairs
shown in (a) and (d) inserted between two crossed polarizers illuminated
by a monochromatic source. Scale bars, 3 mm. (c) and (f ) Optical axis
distributions of the two overlaid metasurfaces in the white dashed boxes in
(b) and (e). Scale bars, 1 mm.

2(f ). The diffraction efficiency of the metasurface is defined as the
ratio of the summed power of+1 and−1 orders to the total trans-
mitted power after the metasurface, which is 92% measured by a
laser power meter at a wavelength of 532 nm. The corresponding
transmission efficiency (the ratio between the total transmitted
power and the incident power) is as high as 96%.

B. Metasurface-Tuned Phase Retardation

The phase retardation of the output field is related to the periods
of the metasurfaces along with the polarization orientation of the
analyzer, according to Eq. (2). Here, we demonstrate the tunable
phase retardation in the retardance images captured by a polarized
camera when various metasurface pairs are applied. Figure 3(a)
shows the experimental setup. The two metasurfaces are inserted
between the sample and the objective (10× /0.25 NA Olympus
objective) with a homemade 3D-printed holder. MS1 and MS2

are centrally aligned and placed at distances of z1 = 3.6 mm and
z2 = 7 mm with respect to the object. Fixed acute myeloid leu-
kemia cells (SKNO-1) are illuminated with a 532 nm laser and
imaged with a polarization CMOS camera (BFS-U3-51S5P-C,
IMX250MZR, Teledyne FLIR), which contains interspersed
polarized pixels with 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, and 135◦ polarization orienta-
tions. Thus, four subframes of retardance images with a sequential
phase retardation interval of 90◦ are obtained by deinterlacing a
single shot captured by the polarized camera.

The four retardance images with a metasurface pair of various
combination of periods: 31 =+∞mm (no MS1), 32 = 1 mm;
31 = 8 mm, 32 = 1 mm; and 31 = 1 mm, 32 = 1 mm are pre-
sented in Figs. 3(b)–3(d), respectively. In the first two cases, since
the two metasurfaces have different periods, their mismatching
phase profiles form a nonuniform sinusoidal background, which
indicates a spatially dependent phase retardation in the output
images. The bright peaks of the fringe patterns correspond to a
zero-phase retardation that leads to a constructive addition, while
the dark valleys are associated with a π phase retardation that
results in destructive interference. Determined by the difference of
31 and32, the frequencies of the periodic sinusoidal background
gradually decrease, as shown in Figs. 3(b)–3(d). The frequency

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22669885
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Fig. 3. Retardance images and QPGIs of SKNO-1 cells obtained with metasurface pair of various combination of periods. (a) Experiment setup. (b),
(c), and (d) Simultaneously obtained four retardance images with different phase delays given various metasurface pairs. The periods of metasurfaces are:
(b)31 =+∞mm (no MS1),32 = 1 mm; (c)31 = 8 mm,32 = 1 mm; and (d)31 = 1 mm,32 = 1 mm. Scale bars, 50 µm. (e), (f ), and (g) Calculated
QPGI images of the cells by processing the images from (b), (c), and (d) with a generalized phase-stepping algorithm. Scale bars, 50µm.

reaches zero in Fig. 3(d) when MS2 perfectly cancels the phase
gradient from MS1, where the retardance images with uniform
bias retardations controlled by the polarization orientation of
the analyzer can be obtained. With a generalized phase-stepping
algorithm, the phase gradient images [Figs. 3(e)–3(g)] are recon-
structed given the retardance images with well-separated phase
retardations. The lateral displacements 1 of the two replicas are
related to the periods of the two metasurfaces and are measured to
be 3.7µm, 3.5µm, and 1.9µm in Figs. 3(e)–3(g), respectively.

With two identical metasurfaces, we obtain retardance images
with spatially constant bias retardations, which are easier to inter-
pret and require a simpler calculation for the phase gradient.
Meanwhile, the lateral displacement is decoupled from the abso-
lute positions of the two metasurfaces with respect to the object
and only related to the relative distance d between them. This
implies that if d is fixed, the position of the metasurface pair will
not change the lateral displacement10, which can be designed to
be optimal for the phase reconstruction. Therefore, in the follow-
ing experiments, we employ two metasurfaces with the same period
3= 1 mm.

C. QPGI with Tunable Resolution

We next verify the QPGI capability of our system with pure phase
samples. A thin polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) film with holes
[Fig. 4(a)] is used as a calibration sample to confirm the accuracy
of the phase quantification. See Section S3 of Supplement 1 for
fabrication details. The phase gradient calculated with retardance
images captured using two identical metasurfaces of 3= 1 mm
is presented in Fig. 4(b). The cross section and the thickness cal-
culated from the phase gradient along the white dashed line in

Fig. 4(b) are shown as the black and blue curves in Fig. 4(c). The
thickness of the PMMA thin film characterized with our system is
1φ/[2π(nPMMA − nair)]λ= 239 nm, where1ϕ is the difference
between the averaged phases within the areas with and without
the PMMA thin film, nPMMA = 1.4934, nair = 1 are the refrac-
tive indices of PMMA and air, and λ= 532 nm is the working
wavelength. The estimated thickness agrees with the sample sur-
face measured by atomic force microscopy, as shown in Fig. S4 in
Supplement 1.

The lateral displacement in the quantitative phase gradient
reconstruction can be tuned by adjusting the distance between the
two metasurfaces. To optimize the performance of our system, the
QPGI of fixed MCF-7 human breast cancer cells is done when the
two identical metasurfaces are separated by 5.1, 3.4, and 1.7 mm.
Figures 4(d), 4(f ) and 4(h) show the four retardance images with a
lateral displacement10 of 2.7, 1.8, and 0.9 µm along the vertical
direction, respectively. Because the metasurfaces are located closer
to each other, the phase gradients [Figs. 4(e), 4(g), and 4(i)] of the
objects yield better resolutions. Theoretically, the smaller the lat-
eral displacement10 is, the more accurate the phase gradient and
retrieved phase are. In practice, the phase accuracy is also limited
by the SNR as well as the NA of the objective. A detailed numerical
analysis is provided in Section S4 in Supplement 1.

D. QAPI

Finally, after optimizing the periods and displacement of the
metasurfaces, we used two metasurfaces separated by 1.7 mm
with identical periods of 1 mm to show the QAPI capability of the
proposed technique. The bright field image of the object, SKNO-1
cells with Wright–Giemsa staining, is shown in Fig. 5(a). The
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Fig. 4. QPGI of the calibration sample and MCF-7 cells with two metasurfaces of 1 mm periods separated by various distances. (a) Composite view
of the four retardance images of the calibration sample, a PMMA thin film with a hole at the center. (b) Calculated QPGI of the calibration sample. Scale
bars, 20µm. (c) Cross-section and the thickness calculated from the phase gradient along the white dashed line in (b). (d), (f ), and (h) Retardance images of
MCF-7 cells with phase retardations of 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦ captured when the two metasurfaces are displaced by 5.1, 3.4, and 1.7 mm, respectively. (e),
(g), and (i) Phase gradient images calculated with the retardance images from (d), (f ), and (h). Scale bars, 20µm.

Fig. 5. Single-shot QAPI of stained SKNO-1 cells. (a) Bright field image of the cells. (b) Retardance images with phase retardation of 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and
270◦. (c) and (d) Recovered amplitude and phase of the cells. Scale bars, 20µm.

staining protocol can be found in Section S5 in Supplement 1.
Figure 5(b) shows the four retardance images with phase retar-
dations of 0◦, 90◦, 180, and 270◦ captured in a single shot. The
phase gradient and amplitude of the object are calculated with
Eqs. (4) and (6). The phase information is further retrieved by
solving the l1 total variation regularized problem in Eq. (5). The
quantitative amplitude and phase images with 3D rendering of
the recovered phase distribution are shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d),
which simultaneously reveal stained features and surface profiles.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The FOV of the proposed imaging system is limited by the size of
the patterned area of the metasurfaces as well as the FOV of the
microscope; in our system, the former is much larger than the lat-
ter. The resolution of the reconstructed quantitative phase images
depends on the NA of the objective and the lateral displacement
1 between the two replicas, which is determined by the periods
of the metasurfaces and the distance between them. A smaller dis-
placement 1 results in better resolved phase reconstruction since

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22669885
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a smaller1 causes less blurring of the reconstructed field along the
shearing direction. To enhance the resolution, a small1 is desired,
which, however results in a small numerator in the finite difference
approximation in Eq. (4) and further leads to noisy reconstruction.
An appropriately chosen 1 will keep the robustness of the phase
recovery to noise during measurements without affecting the
resolution too much (see Section S4 in Supplement 1).

The proposed reconstruction method performs a l1 total varia-
tion regularized optimization by employing a sparsity prior on
the second-order partial derivative of the object phase. While the
method has shown effectiveness and efficiency in recovering the
object phase for the class of objects we imaged, the reconstruction
can be optimized for various types of scenes by applying appropri-
ate regularizations and properly weighting them. For instance, the
first-order total variation excels at preserving sharp edges, while the
second-order total variation is better at resolving smooth transi-
tions. A suitable combination of the two regularizers would lead
to image restoration with superior quality under certain scenarios
[47]. Additionally, deep learning, which has emerged as a powerful
tool for data modeling and analysis, can enhance the quality of QPI
[48] and solve the ill-posed inverse problem efficiently within a
significantly reduced processing time [49,50].

In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated a single-
shot QAPI method based on a pair of all-dielectric metasurfaces
placed near any conjugate plane of the object. Compared to con-
ventional or other metasurface-based QPI techniques, a main
advantage of the proposed technique is the flexibility to place the
metasurface pair without modifying existing setups. The retar-
dance images can be formed if the metasurfaces are placed within
close proximity of any conjugate plane of the object; e.g., in front
of the image sensor or right beneath the specimen. Our method
does not demand Fourier plane access, which typically comes at the
expense of adding lengthy extension modules, or require precise
alignment among components where bulky translational stages
are usually inevitable. Note that the proposed metasurface pair can
be miniaturized to a monolithic bilayer metasurface. The bilayer
metasurface can be integrated on an image sensor to realize a plug-
and-play QAPI camera that is compatible with various standard
imaging systems. Directly writing the metasurface patterns into
glass slides or petri dishes that hold specimens for examination
provides another straightforward and user-friendly QAPI imple-
mentation. In addition, optical diffraction tomography can be
combined with the metasurfaces-assisted QAPI system to achieve
3D volumetric refractive indexes of samples by scanning the illu-
mination angles [51]. We expect our proposed scheme will provide
much convenience for ultrafast QAPI of live specimens. Thanks
to the compact configuration and simple implementation, the
metasurface pair can be easily adapted to existing imaging systems,
opening a new avenue for multimodal imaging.
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